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Who never played with clay, or even built puzzles or games? Who has never dreamed, even while

awake, of new worlds and completely fanciful characters? Who has ever, at night, been carried

away by his dreams to new adventures where we are both actors and spectators of our

imagination?When we were kids, our imagination had no limits, without caring about time. Adults, in

spite of themselves, must often leave their imagination aside.This book is dedicated to all those who

wish to return to childhood for a moment, wishing to relax, dive into a world of fantasy and fun

creating delicious cakes for young and old alike. Those who want to see beautiful smiles on faces

and amaze peopleâ€™s eyes.In this book, the detailed step-by-step illustrations are designed to

encourage anyone to try their hand, with support or not from your children, at achieving similar

masterpieces. And whatever their choice of design or cake, it is to be consumed irresponsibly!
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Nadia Flecha Guazo is a self-taught hobbyist bringing to life everything she touches. Her love for

chocolate and creativity led her to officially start up her business, and 'ChokoLate' was born.

Specializing in modeling chocolate, Nadia will reveal her techniques. She lives in Grimbergen,

Belgium.

DO NOT WASTE YOUR MONEYDo not buy this book, Just a few recipes, a few animals to model

and ONLY ONE doll to model, I am so so disappointed, do not waste your money



I agree with the previous reviewer save your money as all this tutorial can be found on most cake

decorating sites or YouTube...I personally love this artist work and have ordered this book was a

disappointment what I saw on friends house as she received. Wish I had waited for review before

buying.

If a picture is worth a 1.000 words this book is it. The projects are all beautifully illustrated and easy

to follow. I love this book, highly recommend it to anyone wanting to make their own modeling

chocolate figures.

I wanted to buy this book for ever, but I was in doubt. I am new at the art of modeling with chocolate,

thanks to this book I have a better understanding of the technique. The tutorials shown on it are

nothing short that amazing, from the color scheme choices to the execution. Definitely one of the top

books in chocolate modeling. Excellent book.

This book is super cool. but i wish there were more designs in it.

I expected more, I guess. If I had been able to see the book in person I wouldn't have bought it.

Fabulous book and GREAT instruction! Nadia is such an amazing artist and I am thrilled she is

sharing her knowledge with us all!

I have been studying this book for several month sand cannot say how much I love it enough.
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